THE  FIRST ASSAULT ON  MADRID
The sun has been very hot to-day and I saw a Legion-
ary bring water to a black and white goat tethered in one
of the lorries, exclaiming, "The poor animal is thirsty."
The cantimeres of the Legion were busy moving up and
down preparing mint tea and other drinks for their par-
ticular banderas, and the scene was almost one of peace.
Then some enemy tank must have come in sight along a
distant fold of the ground. It was probably one of the
new Russian tanks whose presence was just then being
signalled. We all strained eyes to glasses to find it, but we
could see nothing.
General Varela?s staff and all of us were standing just
in front of a dilapidated farmhouse wall on the Madrid
side of the village. Where the wall came to an end on
the right was a potato patch. I heard a familiar little
whistle, and looking back towards the withered potato
plants I saw a little white spurt and heard at the same
time a muffled explosion. This was repeated three times,
and then I found everybody looking the same way. Once
more there were four bursts, and we all realised that the
Russian tank was firing at us. But as we could not see the
tank, so the tank could not see us, and there was little
reason to worry Another dozen or so of shells were
thrown, always about a hundred feet away, and then some
change in the front line invisible to us must have taken
place, forcing the tank to scurry away, for no more shells
arrived These looked amusing and innocent at the dis-
tance where they burst, but they are in reality very danger-
ous things. Fired very rapidly and usually with great
accuracy, these small shells burst into scores of frightfully
dangerous splinters, and if they fall in the midst of a group
they can kill or wound a dozen men.
Once more we followed the usual procedure and moved
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